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QUESTION 1

You are a data scientist leveraging the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Language AI service for various types of text
analyses. Which TWO capabilities can you utilize with this tool? 

A. Table extraction 

B. Punctuation correction 

C. Sentence diagramming 

D. Topic classification 

E. Sentiment analysis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

During a job run, you receive an error message that no space is left on your disk device. To solve the problem, you must
increase the size of the job storage. What would be the most effi-cient way to do this with Data Science Jobs? 

A. On the job run, set the environment variable that helps increase the size of the storage. 

B. Your code using too much disk space. Refactor the code to identify the problem. 

C. Edit the job, change the size of the storage of your job, and start a new job run. 

D. Create a new job with increased storage size and then run the job. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Using Oracle AutoML, you are tuning hyperparameters on a supported model class and have specified a time budget.
AutoML terminates computation once the time budget is exhausted. What would you expect AutoML to return in case
the time budget is exhausted before hy-perparameter tuning is completed? 

A. A hyperparameter configuration with a minimum learning rate is returned. 

B. The current best-known hyperparameter configuration is returned. 

C. A random hyperparameter configuration is returned. 

D. The last generated hyperparameter configuration is returned. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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You have created a conda environment in your notebook session. This is the first time you are working with published
conda environments. You have also created an Object Storage bucket with permission to manage the bucket 

Which TWO commands are required to publish the conda environment? 

A. odsc conda publish --slug  

B. odsc conda create --file manifest.yaml 

C. odsc conda init -b -a  

D. odsc conda list --override 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have just received a new data set from a colleague. You want to quickly find out summary information about the
data set, such as the types of features, total number of observations, and datadistributions, Which Accelerated Data
Science (ADS) SDK method from the ADandDataset class would you use? 

A. Show_in_notebook{} 

B. To_xgb{} 

C. Compute{} 

D. Show_corr{} 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You are creating an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Data Science job that will run on a recurring basis in a production
environment. This job will pick up sensitive data from an Object Storage bucket, train a model, and save it to the model
catalog. How would you design the authentication mechanism for the job? 

A. Package your personal OC file and keys in the job artifact. 

B. Use the resource principal of the job run as the signer in the job code, ensuring there is a dynamic group for this job
run with appropriate access to Object Storage and the model catalog. 

C. Store your personal OCI config file and kays in the Vault, and access the Vault through the job nun resource
principal 

D. Create a pre-authenticated request (PAA) for the Object Storage bucket, and use that in the job code. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

As a data scientist, you are tasked with creating a model training job that is expected to take different hyperparameter
values on every run. What is the most efficient way to set those pa-rameters with Oracle Data Science Jobs? 

A. Create a new job every time you need to run your code and pass the parameters as en- vironment variables. 

B. Create your code to expect different parameters as command line arguments, and create it new job every time you
run the code. 

C. Create your code to expect different parameters either as environment variables or as command line arguments,
which are set on every job run with different values. 

D. Create a new no by setting the required parameters in your code, and create a new job for mery code change. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You have a data set with fewer than 1000 observations, and you are using Oracle AutoML to build a classifier. While
visualizing the results of each stage of the Oracle AutoML pipeline, you notice that no visualization has been generated
for one of the stages. Which stage is not visualized? 

A. Feature selection 

B. Algorithm selection 

C. Adaptive sampling 

D. Hyperparameter tuning 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Select two reasons why it is important to rotate encryption keys when using Oracle Cloud In-frastructure (OCI) Vault to
store credentials or other secrets.? 

A. Key rotation allows you to encrypt no more than five keys at a time. 

B. Key rotation reduces risk if a key is ever compromised. 

C. Key rotation improves encryption efficiency. 

D. Periodically rotating keys make it easier to reuse key. 

E. Periodically rotating keys limits the amount of data encrypted by one key version. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 10
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What preparation steps are required to access an Oracle AI service SDK from a Data Science notebook session? 

A. Call the Accented Data Science (ADS) command to enable Al integration 

B. Create and upload the API signing key and config file 

C. Import the REST API 

D. Create and upload execute.py and runtime.yaml 

Correct Answer: B 
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